Manage
your Product.
Manage your
Business.
SEE WHAT IS IN YOUR TANKS
- Is the product inside the tank clean?
- Is your tank or product contaminated?
- Was the correct product delivered
to your tank?

SEE HOW MUCH PRODUCT
IS INSIDE YOUR TANKS
- Inventory control
- Have you ordered the
correct amount of product?

1.
The DipTube
is a patented
three-in-one
tank profiling
device which
gauges,
profiles and
visually
samples
your tank.

2.

SAMPLING

The DipTube draws representative
samples directly from your tanks:

The DipTube uses scientific principles
of physical science to accurately
gauge the level of the tank:

• Cost Effectively.
• Without interrupting your regular operation.

ACCURATE GAUGING

The DipTube employs the principles of pressure
differential, mechanical sealing and a locking
mechanism which ensures that the fuel is trapped
inside the inner tube when the DipTube is closed.

THE DIPTUBE ADVANTAGE
Forecourt Safe:

The DipTube contains no metallic components and is constructed from very
low static generating materials. Safe for hazardous zone operations.

Lifespan:

The DipTube has a minimum lifespan of 2 years.

Labelling: The DipTube uses laser engraving technology to ensure that the labelling is
permanent. • The laser engraving cannot be removed by diesel or the petrol, hence the
prolonged lifespan. • The laser engraving is bold to ensure that the product level inside
the DipTube can be easily seen, reducing human errors.

Calibration:

Each DipTube is labelled in both centimetres and litres and therefore is
self-converting. • With millimetre increments between each centimetre reading, the
DipTube is accurate to the last millimetre of the tank.

Weather:

The DipTube is not affected by weather conditions, and can be used
when it is raining or during peak sunshine. • Dip your tanks at any time of the
day or night.

No Extras Required:

No more water finding paste – The DipTube does not

only detect water but it also shows the exact level of water inside the tank.

3.

CHARACTERISATION

The DipTube uses principles of density
and transparency to characterise the
fuel inside your storage tank.
The DipTube will not only indicate if there is any
contamination present in the tank, it will also quantify
the level of contamination.
The DipTube can be used to confirm if the correct product is
delivered to its intended tank, and also show the manager if
the incorrect product has been delivered.

SAMD SERVICE CALL:
086 111 SAMD (086 111 7263)

CAPE TOWN HEAD OFFICE:
1 Capricorn Boulevard
Capricorn Park
Muizenberg
Cape Town
7945
sales@petrolpumps.co.za

